SGD (Stochastic Gradient Descent) is a popular algorithm for large scale optimization problems due to its low iterative cost. However, SGD can not achieve linear convergence rate as FGD (Full Gradient Descent) because of the inherent gradient variance. To attack the problem, mini-batch SGD was proposed to get a trade-off in terms of convergence rate and iteration cost. In this paper, a general CVI (Convergence-Variance Inequality) equation is presented to state formally the interaction of convergence rate and gradient variance. Then a novel algorithm named SSAG (Stochastic Stratified Average Gradient) is introduced to reduce gradient variance based on two techniques, stratified sampling and averaging over iterations that is a key idea in SAG (Stochastic Average Gradient). Furthermore, SSAG can achieve linear convergence rate of O((1 − µ 8CL ) k ) at smaller storage and iterative costs, where C ≥ 2 is the category number of training data. This convergence rate depends mainly on the variance between classes, but not on the variance within the classes. In the case of C N (N is the training data size), SSAG's convergence rate is much better than SAG's convergence rate of O((1 − µ 8N L ) k ). Our experimental results show SSAG outperforms SAG and many other algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, with the development and increasing popularity of deep learning, it is quite routine to use very large data set to train a very deep neural network for attaining a better model when applying deep learning to practical problems, such as image understanding, natural language processing, speech recognition [1] , [2] , [4] , [3] , [5] , [6] , [7] . Training a deep model can be seen as an optimization problem and therefore, more and more corresponding large scale optimization problems are out there to be solved. Thus, it is very important to develop novel optimization algorithm with fast convergence rate while retaining low iteration costs and low storage requirements to train a very deep model using very large data. SGD (Stochastic Gradient Descent) [8] is a popular algorithm in optimization because of its low iteration costs. However, compared with linear convergence rate of FGD [9] , [10] (Full Gradient Descent), SGD can only achieve sub-linear convergence rate in convex optimization context because of the existence of gradient variance. So it is an interesting but challenging problem to improve SGD's convergence rate while retaining its low iteration cost.
A lot of research effort had been dedicated to addressing the issue. Mini-batch SGD [11] , [12] , [13] and SGD-ss (Stochastic Gradient Descent using stratified sampling) [14] can reach linear convergence rate but their iteration costs increase with batch size. SAG (Stochastic Average Gradient) [15] , [16] , SVRG (Stochastic Variation Reduction Gradient) [17] and SAGA [18] can achieve linear convergence theoretically, but may lose the merit practically when the training size is large enough. Therefore, it is quite essential to control gradient variance effectively while retaining low iterative costs, which is the key to improve the convergence rate of gradient methods.
In this paper, a general CVI (Convergence-Variance Inequality equation stated in Theorem 1) is presented for the first time to state formally the interaction of convergence rate and gradient variance. Then two techniques of stratified sampling and averaging over history are proposed to control gradient variance, resulting in a novel algorithm called SSAG (stochastic stratified average gradient). The significance of our approach is as follows. Firstly, the word stratified means SSAG uses stratified sampling method, instead of simple random sampling one as in SAG, SVRG and SAGA, to select a training example. The key insight behind this is to reduce harmful gradient variance in the first place by using better sampling method. In statistics, stratified sampling method has smaller design effect than simple randomly sampling one.
Secondly, averaging over history, commonly seen in literatures [16] , is adopted to store gradient values calculated at different iterations and compute the mean of them to guide the algorithm's search. Theoretical and experimental results show that SSAG achieves linear convergence rate that is independent of training data size N while preserving low iteration costs and low storage requirements.
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• A CVI is presented, which states clearly the relationship between gradient variance and convergence. • A novel algorithm SSAG is introduced that is well-suited for training deep network in massive data sets because of its low iteration costs, low storage requirements and fast convergence. • Linear convergence rate and complexity of SSAG are proved. This convergence rate depends on the class number of supervised signal Y in data (X, Y ), instead of data size N . Experimental results justify this assertion.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the SSAG algorithm, including SSAG's optimization object function, its iteration formulae and pseudo code for the implementation. Section III discusses some closely-related work in literatures. Section IV and V give two main technical theorems. The details of our experiments are described in Section VI. The interrelation and distinction between SSAG and other algorithms are further discussed in Section VII. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VIII. The proofs of two main theorems are presented in Appendix.
II. SSAG ALGORITHM
Generally, given training data set (X, Y ), the object function to be optimized for SSAG is a finite sum of loss functions J i as follows.
is the loss function on the j th sample in (X, Y ), the number N is the size of the training data. If the optimized model is a three layers of neural network with S 1 input nodes, S 2 hidden nodes and S 3 output nodes, then W ∈ R S1×S2×S3 .
Without loss of generality, we use J(W ) instead of J(W, b) to denote object function for simplicity. In this paper, we focus on such cases where each J i is smooth and the average function J is strongly-convex. An extensive list of convex loss functions used in statistical learning context is given in [20] . For non-smooth loss functions, we can apply the approach adaptively by using smooth approximations.
SSAG uses iterations of the form:
whereḠ is the mean of C-dimensions vectorḠ. At each iteration a random index j k is selected and we set
where each itemḠ j inḠ is the gradient mean of samples randomly selected from the j th class with batch size n k .
The update direction of SSAG is determined by calculating the mean value ofḠ, which means it needs to maintain a C-dimensions vectorḠ during iterations. At each iteration SSAG chooses one class of j randomly, calculates a minibatch gradient meanḠ j of samples of the j th class, and then item j inḠ is updated by the newḠ j while the others ofḠ remain unchanged. The proof of Theorem 2 in Section IV shows that batch size of SSAG has no effect on its convergence rate. This means SSAG still has linear convergence rate even when its batch size is set to 1.
The implementation pseudo code of SSAG is described in algorithm 1, where we use a variable Sum to track the quantity C j=1Ḡ j .
with step size h 1: Parameters:step size h, training data size N , the total number of class C, the j th class size N j 2: Inputs:training data (x (1) , y (1) ), (x (2) , y (2) ), · · · , (x (N ) , y (N ) ) 3: set Sum=0,Ḡ j = 0,φ j = 0 for i = 1, 2, · · · , C 4: for k = 0, 1, · · · do 5:
Sample j from {1, 2, · · · , C} 6: draw n samples from the j th class data
Sum = Sum −Ḡ j +φ j 9:Ḡ j =φ j 10:
Compared with SAG's requirement of storing a Ndimension vector , SSAG only needs to store a C-dimension vector (C << N ), this greatly decreases the amount of storage, especially in massive data set.
Later in this paper, we will further show SSAG's linear convergence rate is also dependent on the category number C, instead of the size N of the training data.
III. RELATED WORK A. FGD (Full Gradient Descent)
SSAG belongs to the family of GD (Gradient Descent) algorithms [9] . The first member of GD is FGD (Full Gradient Descent) which dates back to the work in [21] . FGD uses iterations of the form
Essentially, FGD chooses a steepest decline of the object function J to move forward. Using W * to denote the unique minimizer of J, FGD with a constant step size achieves linear convergence rate J(W ) − J(W * ) = O(ρ k ) for some ρ < 1 which depends on the condition number of J [10] .
Despite the fast convergence rate of FGD, it becomes unappealing when the data set size N is large because its iteration cost scales linearly in N .
B. SGD (Stochastic Gradient Descent)
To address the above issue of FGD, SGD chooses one example from training set at each iteration. SGD uses the iterations of the form
The key idea behind SGD is to use sample gradient as an estimator of population gradient, so iteration cost of SGD is low and independent of the data size N . However SGD achieves only sub-linear convergence rate practically due to the existence of gradient variance.p
C. Mini-batch SGD
To reduce the gradient variance harmful to convergence, a natural and straightforward idea is to increase the sample size. Following this idea, mini-batch SGD uses iterations of the form
Mini-batch SGD uses the mean of sample gradients as its guiding direction, so it can achieve linear convergence rate when the sample size increases. However, in terms of the passes of data, mini-batch SGD's faster convergence rate may be offset by the higher iteration cost associated with using mini-batches, as pointed out by Mark Schmidt in [15] .
If we define a sampling function ξ k : N → n k , formulae 4 and 5 fall into the framework of formulae 6 when sample size n k is equal to N and 1, respectively. From this perspective, both FGD and SGD are special cases of mini-batch SGD.
In the next section, starting from unified formulae 6, we will derive an inequality equation named CVI stated in Theorem 1.
D. SAG (Stochastic Average Gradient)
Different from mini-batch SGD's averaging over samples at inner iteration, SAG [15] , [16] averages gradients between iterations. At each iteration, SAG randomly selects a sample, calculates the gradient of the sample and stores or updates the corresponding item in a N -dimension vector, so each item in this vector is calculated at different iteration. The mean value of the vector is parameters' update direction of SAG. SAG uses iterations of the form
where
, which depends on data size N . In the case of N approaching infinity, SAG loses the advantage of fast linear convergence. Another limit of SAG is that it needs to maintain a N -dimension vector for keeping track of gradient information to be calculated at different iterations, the storage requirement is very huge in massive data settings.
IV. GENERAL CONVERGENT RESULT OF GRADIENT

DESCENT
Before analysing the convergence rate of SSAG, we firstly present a general convergent result of GDM (Gradient Descent Methods) in this section, where GDM refers to FGD, SGD and mini-batch SGD. From this general result, we can see how gradient variance impacts convergence rate of an algorithm.
To build the general convergent result we need the following assumptions.
The following Theorem 1 formalizes the relationship between gradient variance and convergence rate, that is, with more smaller gradient variance, GDM approaches closer to the optimal solution, and if gradient variance is reduced to zero, GDM can achieve linear convergence rate.
Theorem 1 (CVI: Convergence-Variance Inequality equation). If assumptions A1) and A2) hold, then under the condition of
k is the gradient variance on population at the k th iteration.
CVI theorem is a general result of FGD, SGD and minibatch SGD. In the case of FGD, the sample size n is equal to data size (population size) N , the sampling ratio f equals 1, so Λ = 0. This leads to linear convergence rate of FGD. In the case of SGD, the sample size n is equal to one, the number Λ ceases to decay, so SGD cannot achieve linear convergence rate. As for mini-batch SGD, the sample size n is a random number between 1 to N , the number Λ can be reduced and infinitely close to zero due to n being in the position of denominator in Λ. So mini-batch SGD can converge to optimal solution as well.
V. CONVERGENCE AND COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF SSAG
The conclusion in theorem 1 reveals that the most important is to find out effectively way to reduce gradient variation when designing novel algorithm. SSAG uses two techniques, averaging over history and stratified sampling, to control gradient variance.
A. Convergence of SSAG
The following theorem states that SSAG can converge in linear rate while retaining low iteration costs as that of SGD.
Theorem 2. Given assumption A1) and A2), with a constant step size of h = 1 2CL , the SSAG iterations satisfy for k > 1:
where C is category number, σ 2 c (W * ) is gradient variance of optimal network W * with respect to samples, n is sample capacity of category c, f is ratio of sample to population.
One interesting result of Theorem 2 is that the convergence rate (1 − µ 8CL ) k of SSAG is independent of mini-batch size n used in stratified sampling, which can be seen from the proof of theorem 2(the proof needs about 4 pages and is omitted here limited to space, the reader interested please refers to the preprint version arXiv:1710.07783). This means SSAG still remains linear convergence rate even when its batch size is unity. This theoretical result can be verified by the experimental evidence later (two curves of different batch-size are nearly coincident in figure 5 ),About which a reasonable explanation is that the variance between classes, instead of within classes, is the main factor affecting SSAG's convergence rate, and the variance within classes, together with the batch size n only appear on the term ( (θ 0 )) and has no effect on the convergence rate (1− µ 8CL ) k of SSAG.
From Theorem 2 we can also see that the category number C is a key factor of SSAG's convergent rate. People may argue the plausibility of SSAG's convergence rate O((1 − µ 8CL ) k ). Many of them deem it is unreasonable that SSAG can converge faster when category number C decreases. In fact, classification problems with large category number are more complex than those with small category number. So SSAG can converge faster if the category number is smaller. The best convergence rate of SSAG is the case when the category number is 2.
People may also argue the possibility of SSAG's linear convergence rate without using full gradients, especially when data size N tends to infinity. A reasonable explanation for this is that, when the category number C is fixed, the redundant degree of data is increasing with data size N . For the highly redundant data, random samples can approximate full data with arbitrary precision if the sample capacity n is large enough but relatively small.
It is worth mentioning that,when deep neural network working in unsupervised learning mode, training data is (X, X) , instead of (X, Y ), in this case, (C = N ), the convergence rate of SSAG is equal to that of SAG.
B. Complexity of SSAG
Proof: According to theorem 2, we have
Easily we can conclude the proof.
VI. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section we carry out empirical evaluations for the SSAG iterations on the platform of the deep learning system. The adopted data set is the MNIST database of handwritten digits, which contains 60, 000 training examples and 10, 000 test examples. We first compare the convergence of the implementation of SSAG iterations with the SAG one and the SGD one. We then proceed to evaluate the effect of the different algorithmic configurations such as the step size, mini-batches and network's depth.
A. Comparison with SAG and SGD Ones
To illustrate SSAG's performance, we run the algorithm, together with the SAG and the SGD ones on a three layers network with 1024 input nodes, 120 hidden nodes and 10 output nodes. At each pass, 6000 training samples are uniformly and randomly drew from 60, 000 handwritten pictures with a constant sampling ratio of 0.1. After 300 epoches, 10, 000 handwritten pictures in the test set are fed to the trained networks. We record the test accuracy of the networks which are trained by SSAG, SAG and SGD with different step-size. Data are collected in Table I. From Table I , SAG's average accuracy is 94.7% which is higher than 69.28% of SAG and 94.01% of SGD. Also, SSAG's accuracy in different step-size is more stable than those of SAG and SGD, and its standard deviation is only 0.96, smaller than 39.24 of SAG and 1.96 of SGD.
We plot the results of the different methods for about 300 effective passes through the data. In Figure 1 , we can observe the following patterns: Step-size Accu(%)
Step-size Accu(%) 0. Fig. 1 : Performance difference between SSAG,SAG and SGD
B. The Effect of step-size
To see the impact of step-size on the performance of SSAG, we plot the performance curve of SSAG with different step size.
From the curve, we can see that SSAG favors a large step size, it performs best when step size is set to 0.1 in our experiments (Figure 2 ). Small step size will slow down the learning process. The reason is that the optimization direction determined by SSAG is more accurate than the others. So relatively large step size is acceptable and will not lead to a bad region of the solution space. 
C. The Effect of mini-batch
The theoretical analysis before asserts that the convergence rate of SSAG is independent of mini-batch size n used in stratified samples, this assertion seems counterintuitive. However it can be justified by the experimentation. By running SSAG on a three layers' network with the same step size (h = 0.1, MNIST dataset), we test the performance of SSAG deployed on different batch size, and compare the test error curves of SSAG by varying batch size from 1 to 10, 20, 30, 50 and 70. The experimental results are plotted on Figure 3 . We can see that all of the error curves in Figure 3 drop fast, which means SSAG remains its fast convergence rate no matter what the batch size is. Also we can see that SSAG converges fastest when the batch size is unity. This result means SSAG cannot benefit too much from increasing batch size. The reason behind this is that the convergence rate of SSAG is mainly determined by the variance between classes, while the variance within class has little effect on the convergence rate.
In addition, another noteworthy phenomenon reflected in Figure 3 is that there is a big drop in the pink line when batch size is 20. This can be explained by the cliff structure in the object function of the optimized network. Neural networks with many layers may have extremely steep regions resembling cliffs, SSAG is more easily to get close a cliff region when the batch size of SSAG is set to 20. Also, our experiments show that SSAG has different optimal step-size for a given batch size, and the optimal step-size will increase with batch size. In Figure 4 we compare SSAG's performance on different step-size when batch size is fixed (n = 10). From Figure 4 the optimal step-size is 4 when batch size n is equal to 10.
The reason behind it is that the gradient variances within class have impacts on step-size, a larger batch size suggests Fig. 3 : The effect of batch size, B size = 10 means parameter n in SSAG(algorithm 1) is set to 10, ten samples are uniformly randomly drawn from a randomly chosen class, and so on. The best one is the case of B size = 1.
a smaller gradient variances within class and a more accurate search direction. In this case the SSAG algorithm takes a large step-size without deviating from the paths to optimal solutions. Further, we pick out the best step-size (h=0.1) of batch- Fig. 4 : The performance curve of SSAG with different step size (batch size n = 10),For a large batch size,SSAG prefers to a large step size size=1 and the optimal step-size (h=0.4) of batch-size=10, plot the performance curves under these settings in Figure 5 . The two curves are nearly coincident, and this phenomenon shows that the gradient variances between classes dominate SSAG's convergence rate and verifies again the assertion that convergence rate of SSAG is independent of mini-batch size.
D. The Effect of network's depth
SSAG also performs well on deep neural networks. The upper left picture in Figure 6 is SSAG's performance curves on Table II ). This is much better than 73.66% (Table II) Figure 6 . From these comparisons, it is obvious that SSAG outperforms SGD more and more as the depth of the model increases.
VII. FURTHER DISCUSSION
SSAG embraces two techniques of both stratified sampling and averaging over history, to control gradient variance. These two approaches are also separately used in other algorithms.
SGD-ss, mini-batch SGD and SAG utilize averaging idea to reduce gradient variance, but the distinction among them lies in what they average over, mini-batch SGD and SGD-ss average over samples at the same iteration, while SAG works at the same way of SSAG, averaging over history at different iterations.
As is well-known in sampling theory, stratified sampling method may have small design effect, especially in the case of the variance within class of samples is small. So the SGD-ss adopts stratified sampling, not uniformly sampling used in mini-batch SGD, to reduce variance.
Averaging over iterations makes SSAG and SAG achieve linear convergence rate while retaining SGD's iteration cost. The reason behind this is that, both SSAG and SAG, like SGD, only need to calculate one sample's gradient at each iteration. However, SAG needs to store historical gradient to be computed at different iterations and maintain a N -dimension gradient vector, where upper case N is the size of the training data set, leading to a huge storage requirement in massive data set. SSAG only needs a C-dimension vector and thus is much smaller than that of SAG. Moreover, SAG's convergence rate is O((1 − µ 8N L ) k ) [15] , [16] . Theoretically it is a linear convergence rate, but it loses its linear convergence advantage when N approaches infinity. [17] applies a completely different tactic to shrink gradient variance. It uses subtracting, not averaging idea, to control gradient variance.
SVRG (Stochastic Variation Reduction Gradient)
Specifically, SVRG needs to store a network W 1 , which is named as referenced network. At each iteration SVRG calculates a difference by subtracting gradient of referenced network on a randomly selected sample from gradient of current network on the same sample. Difference is added to the average gradient of W 1 on the whole training data that is pre-computed at outer loop, to determine the final update direction. The role of average gradient of referenced network is to keep the expectation of update direction unbiased.
The idea of subtracting to reduce gradient is effective and SVRG reaches linear convergence rate. Compared with SAG and SAGA, SVRG's convergence rate is independent of the training data size N . But SVRG needs to maintain a referenced network, and calculate gradient twice for one randomly selected sample at each iteration. These requirements will be an issue in some practical situations, especially in the setting of very large scale data to train a very deep network.
Inspired both from SAG and SVRG, SAGA [18] adds an additional operator called prox to find a solution which satisfies sparseness of the given measure. Essentially SAGA is at the midpoint between SVRG and SAG: it update the Ψ j value each time index j is picked, whereas SVRG updates all of Ψ as a batch. Similar to SAG, SAGA can also achieve linear convergence rate of O((1 − µ 2(µN+L) ) k ). This result depends on the data size N . In the case of N approaching infinity, SAGA also loses the merit of linear convergence.
The work in literature [19] uses adaptive probability sampling method to reduce gradient variance, whose linear conver-
} also depends on the data size N .
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a CVI (Convergence-Variance Inequality) to formulate the relationship between gradient variance and convergence, and further develop a novel algorithm called SSAG accordingly. SSAG utilizes two techniques of both averaging over history and stratified sampling, to reduce gradient variance. This leads SSAG to converging in linear rate that depends on the category number C, instead of the data size N , while retaining low iteration costs and low storage requirements as SGD.
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